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This report provides further detail on progress
with improving the environmental impact of our
activities during 2020.
The scope includes our UK dry

Wherever relevant and possible, we have

construction brands Siniat (drywall)

illustrated results with historical trends, some

and Promat (fire protection), although

of these are presented as index ratios for

the primary focus is on plasterboard

competition law compliance.

manufacturing in view of its relative
environmental and social impacts.

Feedback from stakeholders is always
welcome as part of our continuous

The highlights and developments reported

improvement planning.

here complement the wider Etex Group
2020 Social and Environmental Report

Steve Hemmings

included within the Group Annual Report

Head of Environment and Sustainability

‘Caring makes it Work’.

Etex Building Performance Ltd
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It’s now ten years since
we produced our first
stakeholder report
on environmental
performance in 2011 as
Lafarge Plasterboard,
as we were then known.

Over those ten years significant
progress has been made (see table).
Sustainability issues which were once
peripheral in the construction supply chain
have now become key factors for everyone
in the value chain and central in the

As whole-life carbon costing and

Behind this ‘big picture’ we continue work

management of our business.

circularity of materials become mainstream,

in all areas of environmental impact of our

we are providing an overview of our

operational activities and a status summary

progress on these major themes.

can be found in this report.

By 2020, two key environmental issues
have come to dominate sustainable
construction in the 21st century:

Etex Building Performance Limited:

— Climate change, including the

Change in environmental impact 2010 – 2020

consumption of fossil fuels and resultant
carbon emissions involved in producing
construction materials and the
operation of buildings.
— Circular economy in materials,
addressing resource depletion, the
avoidance and recovery of waste and

Carbon emissions per unit of production
Waste produced per unit of production
Volume of non-production waste landfilled
Closed-loop recycling of plasterboard waste (post-consumer)

-17%
-26%
-95%
+742%

continuity of supply.
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Climate impacts and carbon emissions
As early as our first sustainability report
under the Siniat brand in 2012, we declared
our intention to decarbonise our business

This reduction in the carbon emissions

in step with the national plan for carbon

associated with manufacturing

budgets, established under the 2008 UK

plasterboard translates to lower embodied

Climate Change Act. This was in effect

carbon in the products supplied into the

setting a “science-based target” for 2020 of

construction market. This is an increasingly

a 35% reduction (relative to 1990), before

important parameter in the specification

the term was in common use. Subsequent

and selection of products for construction

reports have provided more detail on these

projects, with a strong focus on lowest

ambitions and progress.

possible whole-life carbon.

Progress with cutting carbon emissions in plasterboard
manufacturing showing national targets
100
90
80

Through our investment in efficient

Our figures are communicated to the

process technologies, energy efficiency

design community via our Environmental

measures, employee training and wider use

Product Declaration (EPD). Cradle to

of renewable energy sources, significant

site embodied carbon is designated as

advances have been made. On the basis of

Global Warming Potential (GWP) product

our verified scope 1 and scope 2 emissions,

stages A1 to A3 according to the industry

we are pleased to report a reduction of

standard BS EN 15804. The value for Siniat

38.5% was achieved in 2020 (per unit of

plasterboard is 160 kg CO2e/tonne and we

production basis relative to 1990).

seek to further reduce this in future.

70
60
50
Etex BP

40
1990

1995

National target

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

(Climate Change Act 2008)
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Circular economy and recycling
Significant changes in gypsum availability
for plasterboard manufacture have
occurred since 2010. There has been
declining availability of by-product gypsum

Progress with closed-loop plasterboard recycling

from the power sector, whilst at the
140

plasterboard waste in the built environment

120

has increased the availability of post-

100

Thousands of tonnes

same time, increasing landfill diversion of

consumer material. Siniat recognised the
threats and opportunities in these trends

Clients can now be assured of a post-

and invested early in the technologies and

consumer recycled content of over 20%

know-how to substitute post-consumer

in the plasterboard products we supply

gypsum in place of by-product material.

into the market as standard, contributing

80
60
40
20
0

to project sustainability objectives.

2010

2020

2015

Plasterboard recycled (tonnes)

This investment has increased national

Furthermore, plasterboard take-back into

capacity to support a circular economy

manufacture can be arranged via Crucible

for gypsum via closed-loop recycling with

Gypsum Recycling, making a circular

The comparison justifies description as

the sector average. In effect, the post-

provision in our factories and establishing

solution for site waste arising possible.

‘industry-leading’ especially in the case

consumer gypsum content of Siniat

of plasterboard recycling where Siniat

plasterboard in the market today is around

performance has significantly raised

double that in competitor products.

Crucible Gypsum Recycling to support
their supply. Since 2010 there has been

Performance benchmarking

an eight-fold increase in the tonnage of

The results reported (see chart) derive

plasterboard recycled into the manufacture

from significant financial investment

of our products and which is additional to

and business focus in these key areas.

Theme

Sector measure

Sector target

Sector result

Siniat result

our own process waste being re-worked

The UK gypsum products sector set

Climate Impact

<90.0%

87.9%

83.0%

internally.

2020 targets and our performance

Carbon emissions per unit of
production relative to 2010
(scope 1 & 2)

Circular Economy

Plasterboard post-consumer
gypsum content (ISO14021)

>10.0%

10.4%

18.4%

benchmarked against the other sector
players is shown in the table.

2020 Performance benchmarking (UK gypsum products sector)

Source of sector figures: GPDA
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1
Absolute emissons

Absolute Emissions (tonnes)
100

2020: Direct Emissions

89,516

80

(tonnes)

2020: Indirect Emissions

9,610

Thousands
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(tonnes)

60
40
20
0

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

 irect Emissions from production
D
plants, tonnes CO₂e

92,652

95,474

99,067

98,518

89,516

Indirect Emissions from production
plants and head office, tonnes CO₂e
(location basis, DBEIS 1-year grid mix)

17,557

15,554

12,580

11,308

9,610

The declared direct and indirect emission
figures have been independently verified.
Overall emissions fell by 9.7% in 2020 year

During 2020 a new electricity supply

on year. This was largely as a result of

contract came into force providing 100%

reduced production due to Covid-19 impact

renewable electricity to all Etex UK facilities.

on the construction market. The activity

This resulted in a market‑based verified

change accounted for around 9%, the

indirect emissions figure of 2,339 tonnes.

remainder due to falling indirect emissions

This figure is used for relative emissions

resulting from increasing use of renewables

calculations and sector performance.

in UK electricity.

GHG verification notes
Direct (scope 1) emissions from production plants are reported
and verified according to the requirements of the EU Emissions
Trading System.
Indirect (scope 2) emissions are reported according to WBCSD/
WRI GHG Protocol and verified based on ISO14064:3.
— Scope 2 emissions are associated with the use of
purchased electricity.
— Emissions from depots, vehicle fleets, business
travel and refrigerants are excluded.
— Emissions were verified under the GHG Protocol
on both location and market basis.
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1

Emissions per tonne of plasterboard
production (Etex Building Performance
and UK gypsum products sector)
96

92

Environmental
factors

Relative emissons

However, the improving mix of

Overall energy efficiency results for 2020

renewables in grid electricity, coupled

were slightly adverse year on year due

with the new supply contract, resulted

to the Covid-19 impact on steady state

in a significant fall in emissions per tonne.

manufacturing processes.

The target 2020 index value of 90 (based
on 2010 emissions = 100) was met at both
company and sector level.

88

84

80

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Sector benchmark (Base 2010 = 100)

2020: Etex BP

2020: Sector

82.99 87.89
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2

Waste per unit of board production
100

90

Environmental
factors

80

Waste per unit of board production

A conservative target had been set in

This metric reflects the minimisation

view of the ambitious programme for

of production scrap before taking into

increased content of post-consumer

account its recycling back into raw

gypsum. In the event, our production

60

material within the factory. All production

teams returned the best ever result

Production scrap (base 2010 = 100)

waste is routinely recycled, with none

for the fifth successive year.

being landfilled since 2009.

70

2016

2020: Etex BP

2017

2018

2019

2020

2020: Target

73.39 76.50
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3

Proportion of materials landfilled
80

60

Environmental
factors

Aside from gypsum materials, our focus

Overall, our manufacturing sites

on diverting other waste streams from

set a new best practice record

landfill progressed towards our eventual

of landfilling only 0.003% of total

ambition of zero.

materials consumed.

40

20

0

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Landfill / total materials (base 2010 = 100)

We set our plants the challenge of recycling

The next step in our journey will be to

over 95% of non-gypsum wastes in 2020.

achieve zero waste in our manufacturing

The year-end result was 98.6% with our

activities.

Bristol plant achieving zero waste to
landfill for 7 months.

2020: Etex BP

4.67

2020: Target

16.67
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4

Post-consumer plasterboard waste recycled
1000
800

Environmental
factors

600

A further significant increase in the quantity of

Even so, the recycled content of Siniat

post-consumer plasterboard waste recycled

boards benchmarks very well against the

into new product was achieved in 2020.

2020 UK sector average of 10.4%.

This record high brings the post-consumer
recycled gypsum content to 18.4% as the

We are confident of further progress towards

average in Siniat plasterboard products.

a circular economy for gypsum products

400
200
0

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

(Base 2010 = 100)

and delivering over 20% as standard in
Material supply issues linked to Covid-19
impacts on construction activity prevented
our meeting of the ambitious 2020 target

Siniat plasterboards from 2021.

2020: Etex BP

2020: Target

841.94 962.63

we had set ourselves.
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5

Proportion of potable water used in
production (% of total water consumed)
80

75

Environmental
factors

Whilst plasterboard manufacturing is not

Over recent years the trend had been

a major user of water resources, we have

adverse due to the poor quality of

minimised the quantities used over recent

water sourced from the boreholes at our

years through process improvement and

Bristol plant. Following refurbishment of

repairing leaks.

the boreholes in 2018, we have been able
to progressively re-introduce this water

Having reached the process limit we are

70

65

60

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Proportion of potable water (%)

source into our process supplies.

now turning attention to reducing the

2020: Etex BP

proportion of drinking water used in

In 2020 we achieved our best ever result

manufacturing.

for replacing drinking water use, but this

67.1

2020: Target

66.6

is now close to the limit achievable with
current technologies.
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6

Delivery fuel consumption
3.5

2.624
2020: Litre/tonne

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

Environmental
factors

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

The main contract for outbound deliveries

A major renewal of the

passed to a new haulage partner at

fleet was implemented late

the start of 2019 with an amended

in 2020, with improvements in

geographical scope.

vehicles and journey monitoring.

Parameter

2020 Results

We therefore expect to see

Average journey distance

111 miles

This means that direct comparisons with

reductions in fuel consumption and

previous years are not fully possible on

emissions per unit delivered in 2021

Delivery by
articulated vehicle

98.5 % of
all deliveries

Average load size

23.27 tonnes

a like for like basis. In 2020 the haulier

and beyond. ‘AdBlue’ fuel additive is now

Overall fuel efficiency

8.28 miles per gallon

achieved a 3% improvement in fuel

used as standard to reduce nitrogen oxide

Fuel consumption

2.62 litre/tonne delivered

efficiency but average load size was

emissions during transportation.

Litres per tonne delivered

significantly impacted by Covid-related
disruption to deliveries, leading to a net
increase in the metric.

13

7%

2% 0%

Transport emissions of
inbound materials 2020
1%
(by tonnage)
1%

13%

25%
9%

69%

74%
74
%

Natural gypsum
FGD gypsum
Recycled gypsum

The environmental impact of incoming

Material

Marine shipping remains the dominant

Ship
Road
Rail

Paper
Packaging
Additives

materials deliveries is always dominated
by the arrangements for sourcing gypsum,

25
%

0.4%
2%
7%

69
%

Environmental
factors
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Natural Gypsum

Weighted
average delivery
distance (km)

Transport
mode

2,536

Bulk shipping

FGD Gypsum (UK sources)

217

Rail

FGD Gypsum (ex UK)

1,196

Bulk shipping/rail
Road (HGV)

and this essential material accounted

mode of transport at 74% on a tonnage

for 91% of all inbound material carbon

basis, up from 72% the previous year.

Recycled Gypsum

127

emissions in 2020. This proportion was a

The largest year on year change was

Paper (UK source)

318

slight increase on the previous year due to

however, the share of rail for which end

Paper (ex UK)

1,138

Packaging

230

lower reliance on imported paper.

to end transport fell from 8 to 1%. Rail is

Metal foil

960

Insulation foam

366

additionally used for the final delivery leg
Absolute emissions fell by 8% due to

Road
(articulated
lorry)

of sea-freighted gypsum.

reduced production levels, amounting to
15,644 tCO₂e in 2020. Per unit inbound

Etex Building Performance continues

transport emissions were up slightly (+5%)

to explore all options for reducing the

to 20.0 kg/tonne of delivered materials.

environmental impact of transporting

This is due to the reducing availability

materials and the priority being given to

of UK-sourced FGD gypsum which is

using UK-sourced recycled gypsum is an

traditionally delivered by rail.

integral part of this strategy.
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8
AL ARM

People

Communicating with local stakeholders

This has been reviewed with the regulator

At Bristol the opportunity of staff

Our Environmental Management System

and preventive actions have been taken.

engagement days has been taken to gain

defines a clear complaints procedure

insight into the environmental impact of

and our sustainability policy commits

Further to historic complaints of noise

waste by litter picking around the local

to engaging positively with the local

disturbance at Ferrybridge, planning

neighbourhood. This has been warmly

communities neighbouring our plants.

permission was gained for the erection of an

welcomed by the community.

acoustic barrier around the train unloading
Our counting of complaints includes permit

facility and this was installed at the end of

breaches reported to regulators. No such

2020. The improvement arising from this

events were recorded in 2020 at Bristol,

and the earlier reduction in rail movements

whilst at Ferrybridge emissions to air went

is being actively monitored. The company

over limits on one occasion when restarting

Number of complaints
Year

Bristol

Ferrybridge

2016

1

2

2017

0

1

continues to play a full part in the local

2018

1

1

the plant following an unscheduled

stakeholder group which facilitates

2019

1

2

shutdown.

communication between all parties.

2020

0

1
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People

9

Annual training hours per employee
on health, safety and environment

Our strategy is designed to deliver
an acceleration in employee learning

60

development, covering competence
and the skills and knowledge needed

In the realm of environment, training has

for improved performance.

included spill response, waste and recycling
and annual objectives. Across the business,

In 2020 we continued to expand the

269 employees have now completed

focus of our employee engagement days,

e-learning on environmental awareness.

devoted to training and development.
Modules on carbon reduction and

We continue to develop our training matrix

circular economy were added to promote

to ensure all staff have the necessary skills

awareness of the links between actions in

and knowledge and we will shortly be

manufacturing and the major sustainability

introducing IEMA training on sustainability

trends in the construction market.

for first line managers.

Training hours per employee per year
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45

30

15

0

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2020: Etex BP

36.03
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